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turned aside from the Bible, and they would think of it as a myth all the way

through, and needed to be informed that it dx really is a very wonderful book.

This issue of Life is whatIwir Indeed convinces a person whether such

a viewpoint that the Bible is such a wonderful book. However, Christians

have always felt much more than thlbout the Bible. They thought not only

that the Bible is a wonderful book. They felt that the Bible is the very Word
is

of God. The position of this issue of Life hat the Bible is a very wonderfi 1

book but that it is simply a record of man's search after God. No recognition...

there is little recognition anywhere in, the sax issue that God has actually spoken

to man and that the Bible is the inspired Word of God giving His truth th in order

that man may find eternal and learn how to make his life worthwhile.

In /The first paragraph of the instroduction we find it clearly expressed

that the Bible is not the book that God has marvellously inspired, it denies

the idea that God has taught His people what He wanted them to know through

this Book which He led gedx His prophets and His apostles to write, but

that instead it is simply a record of human ideas and attitudes.
at

in the/ very first paragraph of the Introduction it says thaVabout 1,000 B.C.
old stories and added

the Hebrews began to record the dAz poems an4/ newt ones and asserts

ao± that in the course of copying the scrolls there were made many changes,

some on purpose, some inadvertently.

Christians hayd always believed that Moses wrote the first

five books of the Old Testament a considerable times before 1000 B.C. and
of the

that the last four, five books ocWc included the things that Moses actually

saw with his own eyes were revelations which God had directly given to him.

It must be said that there is no evidence whatever that the Old

Testament has ever in the course of copying changes introduced into it on

purpose. It is true that there has been occasional typographical ... occasional
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